Thank you!

NDASFAA Participation in RMASFAA:
Lindsey Benson - North Dakota State Delegate/SI/Conference
Laurie Weber - Vice President Elect/NASFAA/Conference
Shawn Rosaasen – Treasurer Elect/Conference
Bethany Vincent - Conference Chair

Jeff Jordan - Association Governance/Conference

CONFERENCE: 
Andrea Berntson  
Julie Paller  
Tammie Finne  
Rebecca Graz  
Linda Haley  
Sarah Agle  
Michelle Marks  
Kris Rhyn  
Tamara Roger  
Crystal Tangsrud  
Brenda Zemzomil  
Kamron Huber  
Shirley Hanson  
Linda Greenstein  
Angela Osbourn  
Melissa Reckard  
Kathy Chaste  
Alex Bauer  
Tina Brandt  
Linda Murphy  
Diana Randles  
Briat Springer  
Sherry Kuch  
Crystal Tangsrud  
Katie Niemi  
Nancy Brekke

What’s Happening at the RMASFAA Board?
- Strategic Long Range Plan
- Upgrading Website
- Training Committee
- New Name for DMCI
- 50th Anniversary Ad Hoc Committee
  Working to highlight this year’s RMASFAA Milestone Event
- NASFAA Proposal To RMASFAA

Strategic Long Range Plan
- Board reviewed current SLRP ending this year to assess how we met/did not meet objectives
- Build on our strengths
  - Provide Empowerment to committees
  - Leverage Resources such as NASFAA Materials
  - Include Chair and vice chair for committee structure
  - Committee handbooks updated yearly
  - Collaboration between committees
- Build our Relationships with States and Members
  - Provide Training Resources to states
  - Facilitate training for incoming officers at state/regional level**
- Review Website
- Review Financial Policies
  - Define Purpose of our reserve funds**
  - Explore separation of duties of the Treasurer**
  - Examine Membership/Chan Structure
  - Comprehensive Evaluation of Current Budgeting Process
- Review Governance and Committee Structure
  - Review responsibilities of elected positions – Treasurer/Treasurer Elect**

** Still working to improve
Strategic Long Range Plan

- Board Currently Working with AG Committee on creation of new SLRP
- Here is what we have heard back from you

Strategic Long Range Plan

Conference
- 88.5% felt it’s important/extremely important to define the role/goals of our annual conference.
- 79.9% felt it’s important/extremely important to strengthen conference leadership and provide consistency.
- 74.1% felt it’s important/extremely important to review the contract process for RMASFAA events to provide the best possible choices.

Strategic Long Range Plan

Collaboration between region and states
- 77.2% felt it’s important/extremely important to define the role of state delegates and task expectations
- 86.4% felt it’s important/extremely important for RMASFAA to support state officer development/leadership training
- 77.5% felt it’s important/extremely important to provide for more intentional training of state delegates.
Strategic Long Range Plan

Reserve and transparency in communications
- 83.3% felt it important/extremely important to define purpose of reserve and excess funds.
- 73.5% felt it important/extremely important to review financial reports for readability and communication to the general membership.
- 68.2% felt it important/extremely important to create event dashboards with metrics to determine if events are achieving their goals.

RMASFAA Website

The RMASFAA Website is one of our most important tools in communicating with our members.
- Board approved funds to upgrade our website
- Increase certificates of security for the website
- Utilize functions to improve member use
- Approved E-Merchant to assist in electronic transactions for members

RMASFAA Training Opportunities

RMASFAA Training Events
- 7 Training Events to assist you with compliance, professional development and personal growth.
- Working with NASFAA to provide condensed training webinars for regions (coming this spring)
Diversity and Inclusion Committee

Diversity and Multi-Cultural Initiatives Committee (DMCI) changed to “Diversity and Inclusion Committee”.

- DMCI Committee recommended the name change
- Name changed to reflect the broader scope of committee work
- Diversity encompasses the differences of our population
- Inclusion is “what is being done” to not marginalize a group of our population because of what makes them different.

NASFAA Regional Proposal

Looking for input from our states:
Should we look at collaboration with NASFAA?
- Membership
- Website
- Events

The board is asking for your feedback!
- Is this the direction RMASFAA should go?
- Does this option match our mission and goals?

Leadership Pipeline

- Exceptional Professional Growth Opportunity
- Training begins at the 2018 RMASFAA Conference
- Monthly one on one calls
- Discussion on Leadership Topics
- Resource for questions, advice & support
- Recognition as a LP Graduate during the 2019 RMASFAA Conference in Montana
Come On Up
Where It’s “Cooler”